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Innovating Vehicle Adaptations since 1983

Quick release 
removable 

spreader bar

Easy 
adjustment for 

set up

Time saving 
on installations 
with less parts 

to adjust

NARROWEST LOW 
PROFILE BOOM EVER
48% narrower to lift larger mobility devices into 
more vehicles.

INCREASED LIFTING 
RANGE BY 200MM
For a greater range of suitable vehicles.

TAKES HALF THE TIME 
TO FULLY ADJUST
Thanks to 50% less fixings to adjust and set.

NEW REMOVABLE 
SPREADER BAR
Reduced noise and increased rear view visibility.

26% LIGHTER THAN 
THE LP RANGE
To make installing and removing easier.

SAFEST QUICK RELEASE  
SPREADER BAR 
Lift multiple mobility devices, safely and easily.

48% narrower boom 26% lighter than the LP Range

Increased lifting range by 200mm Half as many fixings to adjust

Quick release spreader bar attachment Safest removable spreader bar available

Maximum Safe Working Load of 80kg Compatible with all existing A-Frames

Low profile 
boom for greater 

suitability

*All figures are comparative with the LP Range.

80
KGS

Smart Lifter LC Range
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Features of the Smart Lifter LC Range
48% narrower low profile boom enables lifting of more 
mobility devices into smaller boot space areas.

Increased lifting range by 200mm to enable 
installation into more cross over vehicle types.

Compatible with all 
existing Hoist A-Frames 
to maximise suitability.

installation into more cross over vehicle types.installation into more cross over vehicle types.installation into more cross over vehicle types.

Reduced number of fixings to 
adjust, saving time on initial set up.

26% lighter than the LP Range to make installing 
and removing easier and safer.

Removable Spreader Bar to ease noise 
reduction and increase rear view visibility.

Features Benefits
48% narrower boom. Enables lifting of more mobility devices into smaller boot space areas.

Increased lifting range by 200mm. Allows installation into more cross over vehicle types.

Takes half the time to fully adjust. Cuts down on set up times and makes setting the hoist much easier.

Safest quick release spreader bar available. Allows lifting of multiple mobility devices, safely and easily.

26% lighter than the LP Range. Makes installing and removing the hoist safer and easier. 

Removable spreader bar. Eases noise reduction and increase rear view visibility.

Innovating Vehicle Adaptations since 1983

Safest quick release 
spreader bar 
attachment available 
enables multiple 
attachments to be 
lifted, safely and easily.

Manual 
Wheelchair 
Lifting Strap 80

KGS

Maximum Safe 
Working Load 

of 80kg
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